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Topics
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q Status of the IR-6 0.5 meter shift on outgoing hadron side
q Status of IR-8
q Coordinate system of collider and experiments
q Q&A session



0.5 m Shift at IR-6
q During Yellow-Report it became clear that 4.5 m at outgoing hadron beam 

side is not enough space for the detector
Ø Request to increase space by 0.5 m
Ø now detector space at IP-6: -4.5 m to 5.0 m  à same at 2nd IR @ IP-8

Such change requires to approval by EIC change control board,  
Change initiated after CD-1 Review
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move by
0.5 m



0.5 m Shift at IR-6
q Requirements:

Ø Leave magnet apertures unchanged
Ø match into the arcs is possible 
Ø synchrotron radiation is still reasonable
Ø beam optics is okay
Ø are magnets still buildable
Ø far forward particle acceptance is not impacted to much
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details in the following



0.5 m Shift at IR-6
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0.5 m Shift at IR-6
q Acceptance for far-forward particles
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270 < p < 275 GeV/c
0 < theta < 5 mrad

Roman Pots

90 < p < 100 GeV/c
0 < theta < 20 mrad

Trackers in B0ZDC
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0.5 m Shift at IR-6
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from H. Witte @ EIC IR-Meeting

Thanks to the hard work of many of the EIC accelerator project team 
change request initiated à will be successful



Status of IR-8
q All material to simulate physics at 18 GeV x 275 GeV has been posted at  

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/10974/contributions/51160/
Ø Detailed Read-Me how to use all the provided information

xL acceptance at IP-8:
the most recent optics info was used
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Standard RPs 2nd Focus RPs

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/10974/contributions/51160/


Hadron Storage Ring
Electron Storage Ring

Electron Injector Synchrotron
Possible on-energy Hadron 

injector ring
Hadron injector complex

EIC – IR-6 Coordinate System
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electron beamp/A beam

Backward

Forward

y
z
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EIC-coordinate system:
Ø positive z in hadron beam direction
Ø hadron beam is going counterclockwise
Ø y is pointing up à +x is pointing to ring inside
à Hera had +z & +h also along hadron beam

At IP6:
hadron beam goes from ring inside to ring outside
electron beam goes ring outside to ring inside

Problem:
the IR picture always shown is confusing as it needs 
to be flipped around the line indicated on the plot 
to make all consistent



EIC – IR-6 Coordinate System
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Please find below the finally corrected picture of the IR-6 in a right-handed coordinate 
system and the most up-to-date detector setup

Note: the same right-handed coordinate system applies for IR-8



Questions by Proto-Collaborations I
Preliminary answers to questions from the proto-collaborations are provided 
below.  Final responses will be posted at:

https://indico.bnl.gov/event/10974/contributions/46304/attachments/32994/53601/Ans
wers.to.Questions.by.Collaboration.Inititives.pdf

q ATHENA:
ØWhat is the timescale for EIC Project support for detector R&D needs?

The DAC report on R&D needs was received this week.  The advice aligns 
reasonably well with the EIC project detector R&D plan.
Final adjustments to the R&D plan will be made to address DAC recommendations 
and project R&D will commence by October 1.
Plans will be presented and discussed with the proto-collaborations and User group 
by the EIC-UG meeting.
The continuation of the Generic R&D depends on securing funding, but if 
successful an October 1 start is also envisioned.

ØCould you please comment on the need to include costing for general detector 
support services such as control room / DAQ room and readout racks / platforms?
Yes, general detector support services need to be included, but as is discussed 
earlier re-use of equipment should be considered, as discussed in the “read-me” for 
costing please discuss details with the project POCs.
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Questions by Proto-Collaborations II
q ECCE

ØCan we get an update on the progress forming review committee and drafting its 
charge (both on the process and on current thoughts).
The co-chairs were recently defined and we are reviewing the draft charge and 
potential committee membership with the co-chairs.

ØOur experience is that a certain amount of “Project Management” needs to be 
embedded within the collaboration during R&D, development, and fabrication. 
Should that cost be included in our estimate? ECCE-level project management is 
needed to provide a single point of contact between EIC project management and “in 
the trenches” day-to-day information from the subsystems regarding cost tracking, 
milestone performance and local risk mitigation. Ultimately, this ECCE level of 
project management helps EIC project management satisfy 413.b requirements and 
thereby reduces overall project risk.
This approach is reasonable and should be explicitly addressed in the proposal.  The 
costing for the embedded effort does no need to be included in the Project 
Management estimate.
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Questions by Proto-Collaborations III
q ECCE

ØWe normally generate two sources of cost contingency as part of our cost analysis: 
Risk-based Contingency and Estimate Uncertainty. We understand risk-based cost 
contingency should not be presented as part of our detailed estimate. We plan to 
include a conservative estimate of labor and material to reflect Estimate Uncertainty. 
Is this acceptable?
Do not include Contingency or Estimate Uncertainty in your base estimates.  The 
costing spreadsheet includes a column for the Basis of Estimate (BOE).

ØPlease, provide any guidance concerning how to cost and what to generally 
include or not include in our IR integration, such as cost of design and construction 
of installation fixtures, assembly labor, services (cables) connection, on-site 
transport, etc.
Include all of the costs required to make a detector functional.  As an example for the 
ZDC include:  all design and construction labor, detector material, electronics, 
cables, the ZDC support structures, and the cooling system.  In summary, everything 
required as for a detector in the main detector.
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Questions by Proto-Collaborations III
q ECCE

ØWe intend to integrate the total R&D and show it in the requested summary 
spreadsheet, associated with each ECCE subsystem. Is this an acceptable 
approach? Please, clarify any types of R&D to include or not include in the estimate.
Yes, as long as it is clearly indicated if a certain task is R&D, PED or construction
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Complementarity for 1st-IR & 2nd-IR
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Since CD-1 we made significant progress in the preliminary design for the 
2nd IR with a focus on complementarity

2nd IR (IP-8)1st IR (IP-6)
Geometry: ring inside to outside ring outside to inside

tunnel and assembly hall
are larger
Tunnel: ⦰ 7m +/- 140m

tunnel and assembly 
hall are smaller
Tunnel: ⦰ 6.3m to 
60m then 5.3m

Crossing Angle: 25 mrad 35 mrad
secondary focus

different blind spots
different forward detectors and acceptances

different acceptance of central detector
more luminosity at lower ECM

optimize Doublet focusing FDD vs. FDF
à impact of far forward pT acceptance

Luminosity:

Experiment: 1.5 Tesla or 3 Tesla
different subdetector technologies


